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About This Game

In a fantasy world of Victorian architecture, war is raging between the industrial superpowers. As Commander of a Naval Super-
Destroyer, it is your duty to destroy the enemy's mighty Boss Units in a military campaign of epic proportions in, under and
above the surface. If you are to emerge victorious from a variety of challenging scenarios, you must lead your troops against

wave after wave of massive attacks from ships, planes and gigantic Special Forces.

Key features:

Destructive: Powerful weapons with many lethal upgrades

Comprehensive: Great variety of enemy units with ships, submarines, planes and futuristic vehicles

Explosive: Challenge your friends in the immensely variable multi-player mode or play alongside them against the PC in
Co-operational Mode

Impressive: An exciting story-line plus sensational graphics with incredible effects and stylish cut-scenes guarantee
maximum enjoyment.
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Played it in normal mode, quite challenging. Amazing level design and filled with "motion riddles" and trial and error tasks.
Love the hardcore element, superb soundtrack.

Highly reccomend to people playing hardcore games. I would play this after Dark Souls and before Cuphead, that feels a bit
harder.. Fun game! Can't wait to play more!. Hi, i dont want this game please give me money for this game. The game does
crash often and doesn't save often enough. The puzzles are random non-sense and don't always work like they should. I ran into
a wall literally, and fell out of the map. The game feels and looks half done and half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665made. I
have never wanted my money back with any game I didn't like after purchasing but this is the first. Hostel creators or object in
the game have large hit boxes and are unnecessarily hard to get past. I just don't like this game...

I would NOT recommend this game to anyone. If you do end up buying this game then just don't go over two hours so you can
get your money back.. This game is great. I love the stealth aspect and trying to figure out how to get through all the levels
without being detected. Id really recommend this game to anyone who likes hardcore stealth.

There is a few things that I dont like. I wish there was a Save feature, even if the save feature was limited like only being able to
save 3 times would be so helpful. I also wish the silenced pistol actualy killed in 1 or 2 shots instead of using a whole clip on
someone.

but beyond those flaws its really fun and addicting. Great looking armor pack. Probably the best DLC of the bunch for this
game.

I don't even like the Space Wolves, but I like this pack just for the Black Templars, it's that good.
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While the concept of the game is interesting, sadly the execution is lacking.

The biggest issue is just how overall cumbersome the controls are. The idea of switching between third and first person is nice
idea, however it requires you to constantly hold down your right mouse button to stay in 1st person. If you release the mouse
then you switch back to third person, only now the movement keys change direction. Very frustrating.

Also the pefromance is pretty laggy for such low intensity graphics. And finally the combat - you only get two slow firing
weapons, and there is very little feedback as to where the enemies are shooting from, and no indications when you are being hit.
So with no health bar you will just suddenly find yourself dead. Mercifully there are at leat in game checkpoints, but no save
game. Rinse and repeat infintum.

For a bit more work on the controls and combat this game could have been quite fun, as it is however, it is more frustration than
anything else so hard to recommend.

. I got this in the bundle when it was on sale so I'm not as disappointed as some that bought it right away or at full price. It's not
the best DLC by far, but it did have a few items that I liked.. It was an ok game. Kept me occupied for a while.. Pretty good.
 Felt like it ended abruptly though but I cant wait for the 2nd chapter to come out :D. This minimalistic puzzle game is a must-
have for every puzzle lover! The puzzles have a gradual learning curve, with new mechanics introduced for each new puzzle
area.

It took me three hours to solve it 100% and it didn't get boring along the way but kept on intriguing me. Very good value for a
price of 5\u20ac.
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